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Puppy love in a war zone sounds like a touch of the absurd in an emotional epicenter. Conversely, rooted 
with resourcefulness and all the ingredients of an old-fashioned thriller, 44 Days Out of Kandahar is a 
powerful package of compassion, commitment and community.  
 
Christine Sullivan’s compelling narrative is, as the subtitle says, The Amazing Journey of A Missing Military 
Puppy and Desperate Search to Find Her in 2006.  
 
From the moment this emaciated little animal wandered into Camp Shir Zai, a U.S.-built base near 
Kandahar, Afghanistan, she won the hearts of most, including Navy Reservist Lt. Commander Mark Feffer, 
Sullivan’s brother, who was on assignment for a year.  
 
When Feffer first set eyes on her, the Saluki/Sloughi mix was only 3-to-4-months old, but she had already 
become both a morale booster and distraction to the troops – and the unofficial camp mascot.  
 
While 10 to 12 guys watch after the dog Feffer named Cinnamon, he nevertheless is concerned about her 
welfare 24/7, since many are scheduled to return home to U.S. long before him.  
 
As the bond between Feffer and the animal intensifies, he becomes a man on a mission, checking out 
options for flying Cinnamon home. In the interim, he sends photos of Cinnamon to his wife, Alice, at home, 
who quickly falls in love with the puppy, too. 
 
Hurdles, defining moments and torrents of emotion produce an onrush of exhilaration and cynicism after  
Feffer receives permission from the base commander to ship the dog home.  
 
The first attempt produces a major debacle when a dog handler scheduled to accompany Cinnamon home 
leaves the crated animal in a Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan, airport. From that point, the tempo accelerates 
markedly as Cinnamon’s fate and whereabouts become a heart-breaking chronicle of human error and a 
series of conflicted moments.  
 
Enter the resourceful Vermont author and loving sister, a Noah’s Wish volunteer in Slidell, La., following 
Hurricane Katrina. With a little help from her friends, she begins uncovering key individuals in animal-
welfare circles who gradually pull the pieces of this international intrigue together, just when her brother 
and sister-in-law are losing hope Cinnamon will be recovered.  
 



Quickly, Sullivan’s  exhilarating documentary kicks into overdrive with a heady mixture of soul, technique 
and resourcing that maneuver around more curves and face more challenges than a James Bond movie.  
 
But it’s this intoxicating passion and commitment of all involved that eventually produces a warm-hearted 
celebration you’ll never forget. To purchase this book, visit www.44-days.com 


